Competition

Non-opposition to a notified concentration (Case COMP/M.6132 - Cargill/KVB)

Non-opposition to a notified concentration (Case COMP/M.6246 - OJSC Novolipetsk Steel /Steel Invest & Finance)

Non-opposition to a notified concentration (Case COMP/M.6097 - Caterpillar/ Bucyrus)

Initiation of proceedings (Case COMP/M.6203 - Western Digital Ireland / Viviti Technologies)

Initiation of proceedings (Case COMP/M.6214 - Seagate Technology / The HDD Business of Samsung Electronics)

Commission approves acquisition of Sanex by Colgate (IP/11/684)

The General Court reduces the fine imposed on Arkema and its subsidiaries for their participation in a cartel in the methacrylates sector from €219.1 million to €113.3 million. EU Briefing 06-07.06.2011 (Bloomberg)

Commission clears Belgian offshore wind farm electricity joint venture Midday Express 07.06.2011

Commission clears Dutch aggregates trading joint venture Midday Express 07.06.2011

Antitrust in the marketplace Wall Street Journal Europe 07.06.2011 p.17

OFT evaluation of Napp case finds increased competition in morphine market

State Aid

State aid - Cyprus - State aid SA.31855 (11/C - ex N 503/10) - Restructuring aid to the Central Slaughterhouse of Kofinos

Trade & Customs

Seminar on EU Trade policy in Budapest, 23-24 June

European Commission consults public authorities, business and civil society on access to external public procurement markets (IP/11/682, FaQ: Memo/11/380)

WTO – Pascal Lamy suggests “trade in value-added” as a better measurement of world trade

WTO - Items proposed for consideration at the next meeting of Dispute Settlement Body on 17 June 2011

Internal Market & General

Do not fragment EU regional spending, warns Regional Development Committee (See the EP Statement)

Breakthrough in consumer rights negotiations (See the EP Statement)

Financial & Taxation

IMF supports UK push on bank rules Financial Times 07.06.2011

US urges Europe to unite on regulations Financial Times 07.06.2011 p.1
**INDUSTRY, ENTERPRISES, RESEARCH**

Sun shines on euro-zone retailers  
(See Stat/11/78)  
*Wall Street Journal Europe 07.06.2011*

EUROCHAMBRES response to the consultation on a possible Innovation Partnership on Raw Materials

**INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY**

*Speech* by Neelie Kroes: « Copyright for the Single Market – good for artists, good for consumers, good for the economy »

**AGRICULTURE & FISHERIES**

*Speech* by Commissioner Damanaki "EU and Russia addressing Maritime and Fisheries Challenges"

EU expects Moscow to lift vegetable ban before summit  
*EU Briefing 06-07.06.2011* (europolitics.info)

Spain to seek redress over E. coli claim  
*Financial Times 07.06.2011 p.1*

**ENERGY**

*Agenda* - 3097th TTE Council meeting (Energy) - Luxembourg, 10 June 2011

Impact of the use of biofuels on oil refining and fuels specifications  
(See the Study)

Berlin accelerates nuclear shutdown  
*Financial Times 07.06.2011 p.3*  
*Wall Street Journal Europe 07.06.2011 p.5*

**ENVIRONMENT**

Commission *Decision* of 6 June 2011 on establishing the ecological criteria for the award of the EU Ecolabel for notebook computers

Commission *Decision* of 6 June 2011 on establishing the ecological criteria for the award of the EU Ecolabel for light sources

**HEALTH & SAFETY**

EFSA - *Scientific Opinion* on Flavouring Group Evaluation 301 (FGE.301): A sulphur substituted pyrimidin-derivative and its hydrochloride salt from Chemical Group 30

EFSA - *Outcome* of the public consultation on the draft guidance for the assessment of microbial biomasses for use in animal nutrition

*Provisional list* of additives to be used in plastic food contact materials

**TRANSPORT**

Europe to keep airlines in Emissions Trading System  
*Wall Street Journal Europe 07.06.2011*

Greener skies over Europe  
*Financial Times 07.06.2011 p.8*

**JUSTICE & HOME AFFAIRS**

*Speech* by Viviane Reding: "The Next Steps Towards a European Contract Law for Businesses and Consumers"

EU Contract law - MEPs on the wrong track  
(See Beuc *Statement*)

Corruption: Measures to fight corruption a long-awaited step in the right direction  
(See EPP Group *Statement*)

**EURO & ECONOMY**

*Speech* by Jean-Claude Trichet: “The monetary policy of the ECB during the financial crisis”

*Speech* by Lorenzo Bini Smaghi: “Private sector involvement: From (good) theory to (bad) practice”

Messrs Juncker and Rehn discuss today's and tomorrow's Eurozone  
(See EP *Statement*)

ECB firefight leaves it exposed to Greek shock  
*Financial Times 07.06.2011*
The global fallout of a euro-zone collapse
Financial Times 07.06.2011 p.9

Euro zone must use its collective strengths
Wall Street Journal Europe 07.06.2011 p.4

ACCESSION & EXT. RELATIONS

EU ready to set date for Croatia to join bloc (See the Statement)
Financial Times 07.06.2011 p.3
Wall Street Journal Europe 07.06.2011

Statement of Kristalina Georgieva on the release of Bulgarian humanitarian workers in Darfur